Cv of Ms Eleonora Esposito, Interpreter and Translator 
Ÿ76 Muriel Street  London, Islington, N1 9QU, United Kingdom
Ÿesposito.eleonora@virgilio.it   Ÿ Mobile: +44776 0148338   
 
Objective:
a position where professional skills and proficiency in several foreign languages would be used.
	
Key Skills
Communicative and friendly
	Responsible, hardworking and reliable
Detailed-oriented
Multi-tasking
Problem solver
“Can do” attitude

Languages

Italian native speaker
English-advanced level (written and oral)
French-advanced level (written and oral)
Spanish basic (written and oral)
Japanese intermediate (written and oral)

Language Combination

English<>Italian
French<>Italian
Spanish>Italian
Japanese>Italian

IT Skills

Good knowledge of Microsoft Office
Basic knowledge of SDL Trados Studios 2009
Basic knowledge of WinCaps
Proficient Internet user


Education
University (2009-2010)
MA in Translation and Interpreting (English-Italian) with Merit at the University of Westminster in London. 
Subjects:

Translation (English>Italian>English)
Consecutive Interpreting (English>Italian>English)
Liaison Interpreting
Editing Skills
Subtitling
Final Project consisting of a translation with preface and annotations of the report “Reluctant Gangsters: Youth Gangs in Waltham Forest”, by Prof. John Pitts
University (2008-2009)
Diploma in Translation Postgraduate Course (English>Italian) at the University of Westminster in London.

University (2004-2008):
Linguistic and Cultural Mediation at the University of Rome“La Sapienza”. 
Degree grade:
107 out of 110

Main Subjects:

	Institutional Translation (English-Italian)

Legal Translation (English-Italian)
Business Translation (English-Italian)
English Literature
Japanese Language, History, Literature and Culture 
French Language, Linguistics and Glottology 
Introduction to Subtitling
Thesis: “English as a Global Language”, a work based on the research about the role of the English language in the globalisation


Secondary School (1999-2004):
Liceo Scientifico Statale G. Galilei, Terni
Mathematics and Sciences.



Professional Qualifications
·Certificate for attendance at the 3 Trados workshops on SDL Trados Studio 2009     (Beginner/Intermediate/Advanced), February-March 2010.

• Certificate of attendance the second year of the Japanese language course, released by the ISIAO 
  (Italian   Institute for Africa and East), in June 2008. Mark 30 out of 30.
 	
• First Certificate for Cambridge Esol, Grade B, released in May 2004.

• Attestation d’études released by the Centre Méditérranéen d’Etudes Françaises l’8/09/2001   Mention: très bien.


Work Experience

         • Subtitles translator – Calabria Sottotitoli, Rome
          (Jul 2011- present day)

I translate English subtitles for a sport tv show.
       

         • Linguistic consultant and content manager- Expert Formazione, Terni (Italy)
          (May 2011-present date)

My main duties are to provide technical support via email to the foreigner clients who are registered to the portal, translating from Italian into English and French and I am responsible of the blog and the portal content in the English and French versions.


         • Subtitles translator- Napis Sottotitoli, Rome
           (May 2011- present date)

I translate English subtitles into Italian for international films which compete in several Italian film festivals.


         • Translator, occasional collaboration with the University of Perugia, Department of   
            Economics, Perugia
           (May 2011- present date)

I translate the content of researches and essays from Italian into English.


         • Cashier, coffee maker, sandwich maker- Pret à Manger, Russell Square, London
          (Oct 2008 – Dec 2010)

My main duties were to serve on till and deal with customers from all over the world. This really       helped me to improve my communication skills, to distinguish and understand all the different English accents.


         • Operator in telecommunication - Format Research S.r.l., Rome 
           (Sept 2007 - July 2008)

I used to call companies or common people to ask them questions, which were analysed by 
marketing researchers. This experience was useful to learn the socio-economic trends, to improve 
my telephone manner and my communication skills.		


         • English and French instructor - Terni and Rome 
           (Sept 2004 - June 2008)

I helped high school and university students to improve their English and French knowledge.
	
        
 • Secretary – Erasmus Office of the University of Rome "La Sapienza", Rome 
           (Oct 2006 - April 2007)

My duties were to deal with Erasmus students, trying to help them to find an accommodation and 
sorting out any kind of problems relating to the academic life. I used to write emails to the Erasmus 
offices of the other European countries and contact them on the phone or via fax. I used to insert data, 
checking the application forms and similar documents, update the archives. This experience allowed 
me to understand the features of an office job.
_________________________________________________________________________________

Other Experience

2006-2008 I used to work as a hair model for Wella Studio in Rome.
2000-2004 I attended the course on Human Rights run by the association “Progetto Mandela” and I was involved as a costume designer in the theatrical workshop organised by the same association
2000-2004 I was involved as a dancer and organiser in the organisation of shows and event for the charity “Progetto Silvia”

Hobbies & Interests
I was a dancer for twelve years and I stopped to fulfil my academic commitment, but I still love going to the theatre and listening to music. I spend my free time reading, watching films, going to concerts and, whenever it is possible, travelling. I’m also interested in environmental and human rights issues.

